**HARRIERS PREPARE FOR FIRST MEET**

**SOPHOMORE SPIRIT AT LOW EBB WHEN PRACTICE STARTS**

Field Day Sport Teams Begin Practice for Event But Two Weeks Away
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Hedlund Expects Good 1933 Cross Country Season

Veterans Returning Daily In Preparation for Fall Opening Soon

With eight of last year's men back, and with a torrent of about twenty new members in the last week, the track is working hard to develop a strong cross country team and improve its record over Tech-
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Seven o'clock in the morning may be the middle of the night, as far as

hand-working goes, but for cross country athletes, that is the

time for hard work and lots of it. Each morning sees fourantry and as many freshmen

covered on the river improving their skill in preparation for the races to

come.

The freshmen seem to be shaping up pretty well. As yet no one has

narrow for the annual meet and represent the class of '27, but from what can be seen the cotes

seem to be a bit of a handicap for the boys, particularly

showing the present second year boat made last spring, it looks

as though the freshmen will need all the skill and bravery they can

command to bring victory to their class.

Of the four varsity boats, that stroked by Charlie Lucke seems the-

next. Since a short time ago, he
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